
Battery operated for cordless freedom
Pair with virtually any Zebra Bluetooth-enabled mobile device; any  
existing Bluetooth smartphone, tablet or PC, with your choice of  
standard or extended batteries

Corded adapter for battery-free operation
Works with Zebra’s WT6000 and WT6300 wearable computers and 
Zebra’s TC21, TC26, TC53 and TC58 handheld mobile computers

The RS6100—boosting productivity with the maximum in comfort, versatility, 
power and performance. For more information, visit www.zebra.com/rs6100
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An unmatched feature set

Power it your way—cordless or corded

Scan near and far
Extraordinary scan-it-all scanning range—  
2 in./5.08 cm to 40 ft./12.2 m

Power it every minute of every shift
With its removable and rechargeable battery, you never 
need to take the RS6100 out of service for charging

Repair it on site in seconds
Remove and swap battery and trigger assemblies right 
on site, minimizing trips to the service depot

Prevent the spread of germs 
Give each worker their own personal trigger—the only 
part of the RS6100 that touches skin

Superior cordless features 
Just tap to pair—and confidently eliminate Bluetooth interference 
with your Wi-Fi network and devices with Wi-Fi Friendly Mode

Rugged and ready for the toughest day
Triple-tested for durability: drop-tested to 6 ft./1.8 m tumble-tested—  
1,000 1.64 ft./0.5 m tumbles, sealed to IP65—dust-tight, hose it down

Easy upgrade from the RS5100
Many RS5100 accessories and mounts work with the RS6100 
for a cost-effective upgrade

Use it EVERYWHERE
Warehouse aisles, freezers and outdoors in sweltering heat, 
subzero cold, rain and snow

Millions of trigger presses
Rated for millions of actuations instead of the typical few hundred 
thousand—less frequent replacement and lower TCO

Feather light
Small and practically weightless—just over 2 ounces  
and 2 cubic inches

Small...practically weightless, rugged and ready to work 
everywhere, with extraordinary scanning range and performance...
and an extraordinary feature set

Introducing the RS6100 Wearable Scanner  

Choose from five great interchangeable wearing styles

Lanyard  
Mount

Wear around the neck 
or on a belt to keep  
the scanner handy, 
yet out of the way

Single finger: 
single trigger

Remove and rotate 
trigger to switch 

between right and  
left hands

Back of  
Hand Mount

Extremely low profile 
for picking in tight 

spaces; one-size-fits-all

Enterprise  
Hand Mount

Custom, comfortable 
and secure fit in a 

range of sizes

Single finger: 
double trigger

Change hands on the  
fly without removing  

the trigger
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